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RE-COVERING A PADDED.COVER BOOK
Michael Mathew of the NSll Guilil of Craft Bookbinders has descibed the following method he recently used to re-cover
such a book.
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his is an interesting exercise because the padding is
not attached to the covering material and hence the
covering material is only attached to the board at its

turn-ins. One method of re-covering is to dispose of the
padding and just use the plain boards, but if reusing the
padding (or putting on new padding) the answer lies in a
false spine.

My description is based on using the existing text block
and reusing the boards; some adaptations are needed if
using new items. Cut a piece of reasonably flexible board
(heavy kraft will do) about 60mm wider than the spine and
the height of the cover. Paste 20mm of this to the inside of
the front cover at the spine and then paste it to the edge of
the board (see illustration hereunder).

Place the text block on this cover and locate the rear cover.
Affix the flexible board to the rear cover similarly to form
a loose case, trfunming off any excess flexible board so that
the attached portion is only 20mm. Ifthe boards were thick
enough, an alternative would be to cut away on the outside
a few layers of the board, equal to the thickness of the
flexible board being used, and affix the flexible board on
the outside. Thrs would remove some of the swell that
arises from the flexible board, tape and muslin. However,
the original boards are often rather thin and cutting a
portion away is not always an option.

Cut apiece ofbookcloth ofa size large enough to cover the
two boards urd spine and allow a generous tum-in. Mark
carefully the centre-line of this. Apply PVA to the cover
material for approximately the width ofthe spine down the
centre-line and position the bookcloth centally over the
spine. Nip in a press with a piece of board inserted into the
gap between the two boards to achieve pressure between
the bookcloth and the flexible board.

Outer face
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Now place the cover on your workbench and insert the text
block. Place the padding material on the front cover (under
the bookcloth). Place protective paper between the cover
and the bookcloth and paste the foredge of the cover.
Sretch the bookcloth evenly and carefully, fold it over the
edge and hold it until the PVA sets.

Repeat for the rear cover. This is necessiry to get the
corect set of the spine.
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Now open out the cover and complete the case as usual -
cut the corners, fold over the head and tail turn-ins, fold in
the foredge tum-in and trim all turn-ins to a constant width.

A lining may be inserted inside the tum-ins although I
frequently leave the old endpaper in place and use it as the
lining. The spine can now be blocked and the text block
cased in as usual. In the end, the covering material is
adhered at the spine and at the turn-ins only.

MUSEUM OF BOOKBINDING, BATH, IJ.K.
Jean Riley, a member of the NSlf Guiltl of Craft Bookbinders, made a visit to this museum which is located in Bath,
Somerset, duing late December 1996 and she has submitted thefollowing account descibing the museum. Bath can be
reached by Bitish Rail in I% hours from Paddington, London. Visitors are most welcome.

n 1997, the Bookshop and Bindery firm of George
Bayntun (established in 1894) opened a Museum of
Bookbinding. The Museum is situated below the book-

shop in Manvers Street, Bath near the police station and
6pposite the large bus depot. Included in the museum's
exhibition are early binding tools and book presses, books
in various stages of binding as well as a selection of
beautiful and int€resting bindings. The most interesting
part of the exhibition, however, is devoted to bound
editions, including first editions, of the works of Jane
Austen and Cbarles Dickens, both of whom had associa-
tions with Bath.

Dickens was not in Bath for long but he named his first
important novel after the village of Pickwick nearby. The
reconstruction of his study at Gladshill Place includes a
chair and table which are almost facsimiles of those
illusnated in the paintngThe Empty Chairpanled byluke
Fildes on the day ofDickens' death. A glass case adjoining
the study contains bound copies ofDickens' books and the
original mslthly parts as first published: most ofhis books
were published in this way, although some, including
Oliver Twist and Great Expectations,were published in

three cloth-bound volumes and the Chistmas Books and
others in cloth singly. Other books, to narne just a few,
contain fust editions of Boswell's Life of JolnsondPepy b

Duy d wuks by Fielding (TomJones), Olfircr Coldsnith,
Edward Gibbm (Fall of tle Rontor Empir), Arthrn Ccnm
Doyle and Winstm Chrrchill.

ln one of the corridors, the walls are lined with shelves that
hold some 20,000 old covers that have been salvaged from
books bound by Robert Rivi6re, who worked the bindery
from 1829 to lMO, and by George Bayntun who estab-
lished the existing frrm in I 894. When one remembers that
many covers were once made from pages of manuscripts
pasted together, the mind "boggles" at what treasures may
lie hidden in these old covers.

George Bayntun's bindery claims to be the last of the great
Victorian binderies and it is still owned and menagsd 6y
the founder's family. The firm incorporated Rivi0re's
business and several other smaller binders, which are no
longer in existence, and a great feature of the current
bindery is the vast collection ofearly brass engraved hand
tools for finishing, which exceeds 10,000 and is continu-

ally being added to. Some 500 old borders and
many sets of type and hand letters allow old
bindings to be faithfully copied. Apart from the
Museum, a glance at the restored books in the
shop above, awaiting collection by lucky
owners, are well worth inspection.

The Museum admission (from memory) was
!3stg and the hours of opening are 9am - lpm
and 2pm - 5pm Mondays to Fridays and 9.3 Oam -
lpm Saturdays (if someone is in the shop,
therefore telephone be forehand).

Ben Blathwayt's drawing of the present building
which has a 75 feetfrontage and 100 feet depth and
is mostly of threeJloors. It was oiginally built as a
sorting o/fice for the Post Offce but was flooded
soon after. Subsequent dredging ofthe Avon River,
etc has remedied future flooding.
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A LUMBECKING PRESS
FOR SINGLE SHEET ADHESIVE BINDING

The recent article 671!furiing Single Sheets by June McNicol (published in Morocco Bound, Vol 18 No 2, May 1997)

promptedJohn Sansom of lheAisociation of Book Crafts (New Zealand) Inc to suggest thefollowing designfor a
-lumbbcking 

press and clamp to hold booksfor a variety of uses, viz. for cutting grooves for slips across the spine when

'lumbecking', for marking-ip sewing stations with a saw, for sewing headbands orfor working on the spine.

ric Burdett's bcr,k The Craft of Bookbinding con-
tains photogaphs of such a press which is not
beyond the ability of any'handy' person. However,

if only the very occasional use is to be made, then the
making of this press may not be of appeal but the author
claimsthat ithas beenmost helpful at itprovides that extra
pair of hands which we all need from time to time. The
dimensions ofthe press and clamp are suggested only but
these may be varied to zuit your own particular require-
ments or of the timber available. The materids required
are:

. Twopieces ofdressedtimber 50 x 20 x 400mm long for
the clamp. two flat washers and two round-head nails

. two 10mm diameter screw-threaded rods l50mm long

. two wing nuts to suit the screw-threaded rods

For the book clamp, drill good sized clearance holes in the
timber to suit the screw-threaded rods in the positions as

indicated in Figure 1.

For the lumbecking press, the materials required are:

. Two pieces of dressed timber 90 x 45 x 620mm long for
the clamp. two 20 or 25mm dia screw-threadedrods 300mm long

. two nuts to suit and 1u7s sldinary flat washers to suit

. two large flat washers for the retaining plates

. one customwood/ply compositionboard l250mm long
x 330mm wide for the base

. two 1166 dia steinless steel or brass rods ortubing (or
something that will not rust) about 200mm long for the

hinge pin and backstop
. other timber offcuts for posts, etc.

Cut the timber off-cuts to make the various uprights or
posts to the sizes as shown in Figure 2. These dimensions
are suggested only; they can be adapted to suit your own
requirements. Drill l3mm diaholes to carry the 'hinge pin'
in the respective uprights and book clamp. Drill the holes
for the 'backstop' bar. Attach all the uprights to the
composition board by screws in the positions indicated.
Insert the 13mm dia stainless st€eVbrass rods or tubes for
the clamp hinge and'backstop'as indicated. Assemble the
handlss 16 thg screw-threaded rods as shown in the diagram
below. Cut or make-up different sized timber'formers'to
cater for the various sizes of books to be lumbecked, etc.

Timber Flat washer
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Figure 1

lnsert the screw-threaded rods in both timber pieces and in
one of them, drill neat-sized holes for the round-head nails
in both the timber and screw-threaded rods, right through
to the other side of the timber. Insert the round-head nails
in both the timber and screw-threaded rods and punch the
nails right in. Cut off any protruding lengths of the nails.
The purpose of drilling the nail holes right through the
timber is to facilitate removal of the nails by punching
them out, ifnecessary.

A stripof cardboard shouldbe fixed withdouble-sided tape
(or PVA adhesive), to the top edges of the clamp. The
purpose of facing the tops of the trmbers with cardboard is
to permit saw-cuts to be made during the sawing of books
and for its replacement when the cardboard becomes too
rough. The holes ofthe freely-moving timbers may require
slight reaming to ensure non-tightness of movement ofthe
clamp.

Detail of Screw - Nut to Handle

The press is now ready for the book operations.

To operate the press for lumbecking, place the timber
'formers' and open out press. The thicknesses of the
formers should be so that the spine will finish at the correct
height to permit 'fanning' of the pages. Place the single
pages on their spine sides within the clamp and butt the
book's head (or top) up against the 'backstop'. When
reasonably satisfied, tighten up the clamp and swing the
clamp with book over so that the spine is now uppermost.
Set out the desired positions for the saw cuts for the
lumbecking proceedure.

25 or 20mm dia
stock screwed rod

/'t
Plate to retain nut

in the timber
Screwed rod set in wooden

handle with glue or pin
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13mm dia round steel pin to hinge the press

Removable wooden mouldings or formers of
various sizes to allow different sized books.

To be rounded.
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SECTIONAL VIEW

Figure 2

A MUCH SMALLER PRESS

f T Thilst on the subject of presses, Sandra Good of
t/t/ San Anselmo near San Francisco, California
V Y showed me a little press suitable for holding

small books which she has found to be very useful. The
advantages of this press is that it can be quit€ easily made,
that it is portable and can fit into your tool box.

Tc make, take two pieces of thick cardboard and paste
(using a very thin paste) a piece ofpaper onto only one side
ofeach cardboard piece, the paper grain direction being
parallel withthe boards. Quick nip in anipping press. Place
each board in the srrnshine with no weights to obtain quick
drying, the pupose being for each board to dry into a curl.
For once, we do not want the boards to dry flat.

Cut two 13 x 40mm dressed timber battens to lengths
geater than the widths of the boards and attach to the
boards with PVA adhesive and flat headed tacks ham-
mered into the surface of the boards (see illustrations).
Drill two Trnm diameter holes in the timber battens, one
each side of the proposed press as shown. lnsert two 6mm
diameter x 75mm long bolts, one in each drilled hole, and
fit on two wing-nuts. Your press is now ready for work.

John R Newland,
Birchgrove, NSW.

Bolts and _
wingnuts

13 x 40mm dressed
timber battens

^t-- --'"
Pasted-out
cardboard

pieces

| - nanotes on screwed rod I-p' =q r Dotted lines show press swung over for putting in
the "round" using a wooden moulding or former.

-+-' :Jl %i'f,,::",1?8ff f""1,:[J[X?"
, I pages in line and even at head or tail.
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WASHING BOOKS AND PAPER

This article Dy John R Newland of the NSI{ Guiltl of Craft Bookbinders was oiginally published in Morocco
Bound (Vol gNo 3, August 1988). Sincethen, this techniqueforwashingboolc andpaperswhichcanbedoneinthe home,

has been demonstratedfrom time to time at the NSW Guild's workshop. It is considered that the article should be reprinted
together with the incorporation of some modern developments.

l-Fthe appearance of books and paper can be greatly

I enhanced by washing them in water. Not only will
I tn. p"g., b".ore no"ticeably cleaner but atso tneir

archival life can be extended by the neutralising ofinher-
ent acids and pollutants. The following steps set out the
procedure for the v65hing of a book which the amateur
bookbinder should have no difficulty in performing pro-
vided that the proper care is taken.

APPARATUS REQIIIRED.
l. A large plastic photogaphic tray: this should be big
enough to accommodate the largest book that you antici-
pate washing. When the book is opened out, there should
be a space of 50 to l00mm all round. Round-bottomed
dishes, basins or bathtubs are not suitable because the
curved surfaces will all too easily damage the water-
softened paper; the paper sheets should lie flat.

2. Nylon insect gauze cut into rectangles of sufficient
size to accommodate the dimensions of the opened out
bookplus aminimum of 100mm all round, butnotexceed-
ing the internal dimensions of the Eay. (Figure l)

Preferred minimum clearances for

Dimensions of\ ghoto tray

Photo tray

Figure 1

'Reemayry being ofaloose, open-weave texture is another
material which may be used and is superior to nylon insect
gauze but it is more expensive and may only be available
in'indent' orders involving large quantities, i.e. in rolls of
I metre width and in lengths of up to 80 metres. Both nylon
and Reemay are chemically inert materials.

The paper sheets when saturated are extremely fragile. The
cut rectangles of nylon gauze or Reemay will adequately
support the weight ofthe water-softened paper sheets and,
if handled with reasonable care, the risk of damage to the
paper should be minimal.

PROCEDIIRE
l. Prepare the book for washing as follows:

. Vacuum clean loose dust and dirt from the head and
inside pages;

. 'Pull'the book from its covers;

. Cut the sewing threads;

. Separate and remove the sections Gignatures);. Remove all tipped-in plates, maps, illustrations and
put to one side making a note of their positions for
future retipping-in.

Notes, rulmes or inscriptions in the bookthat are written tn
water-soluble inks or in watercolours and which you wish
to retain, can not be washed by this method. It may be
preferable not to wash those particular pages or even the
book at all. Othenvise, the advice ofaprofessional conser-
vator should be sought.

2. Fill the photo tray with a solution of NapisanrM or
Nappy-CleanrM or magnesium bicarbonate, or calcium
hydroxide, or sodium bicarbonate, for slightly to moder-
ately soiled books or books which have foxing, i.e. brown
acid spots. The presence offoxing in a book indicat€s that
acid attack due to inherent acids (lignic acid) has taken
place and that treatnent by any ofthese solutions is nec-
e ssary to 'buffer' the paper from further acid attack. The pH
of these solutions range between 7.5 and 8.5, i.e. alkaline.

These solutions are made up as follows:
NapisanrMor Nappy-CleanrM - these products, according
to enquiries made to the respective manufacturer, ale
laundry cleanin g products and said to be "environmentally"
friendly containing a detergent and a "brightener" and do
not have (as so indicated) hypochlorites, phosphates,
peroxides or nitrates. Make up a solution in accordance
with the directions printed on the container.
Magnesium bicarbonate - add2 milk of magnesia tablets
(magnesium hydroxide) to a 1.25 litre bottle ofsodawater,
then wait for the vigorous reaction to cease. (Do not heat
- as the sparingly soluble magnesium bicarbonate will
decompose to insoluble magnesium carbonate). Milk of
magnesia tablets may be difficult to s$trin but a teaspoon
of Mylantarv (for upset stomachs) will suffice for this
purpose.
Calcium hydroxide - add nvo teaspoons of slaked lime or
garden lime per litre of cold water, shake, allow to settle
then decant the clear solution for use. Top up the bottle
with more cold water, shake and allow to settle for the next
occasion.
Sodium bicarbonate - add a teaspoon of soda bicarb per
liffe of water and dissolve.

For very soiled and foxed books, it may be necessary to use
moderately warm water and detergent, repeated if neces-
sary, followed by rinsing. The use of hypochlorite or
peroxide bleaches is not recommended as the removal of
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residual 6l6ashing agent and pH correction ofthe paper
could be difficult without controlled laboratory condi-
tions. Research has 66i.r1"d that bleaching agents could
break down the cellulose fibre structure of the paper.
Perchlorates, toluols and otherindustrial bleaches are most
harmful to human health and shouldtherefore be avoided.
Ifhypochlorite bleachmust be used, beware ofthe chlorine
fumes which are given off.

3. Sandwich each opened-out double leafbetween two
nylon gauze or reemay pieces and completely immerse in
the solution, allowing time for the paper to become thor-
oughlywetted. Repeatwiththe next double leaf, and so on,
(Figure 2)

Then followed by the
second item and so on

MOROCCO BOUND

i lmmerse the lirsl gauze-
i paper item and allow to
I become thorouohlv wet

Y

Tray of solution

Figure 2

till a ma:rimum of 30 to 40 sheets have been immersed,
otherwise the weight of the top sheets could compress the
lower ones in the tray and restrict circulation of the
solution between the sheets. Leave immersed for about
two hours, gently agitating the fray every half [6ur. For
smaller sized books, sandwiching leaves between two
pieces of gauze may not be necessary; the one piece of
gauze would be sufficient between each leaf.

4. Holding the two opposite sides, carefully pick up the
complete bundle ofgauze and page sheets (or ifconsidered
too heavy, about half or a third of the complete bundle)
from the tray and allow the excess liquid to drain out.
(Figure 3) Take special care to avoid exerting pressure on
any part of the sandwiched gauzelpaper as the water
softened paper is most susceptible to indentations caused
by the nylon gauze as these indentations are very difficult
to remove afterwards.

August 1997

Figure 3

5. After the excess solution has drained away, hold the
bundle under a (high) tap (such as a tap over a bathtub) and
let a gentle stream of water to flow into the bundle to wash

Figure 4

out some more of the spent solution. (Figure 4)
When the effluent water appears clean, allow the excess to
drain completely away.

6. Gently separate each gauze-paper-gauze (or gauze-
paper) sandwich and place onto clean blotting paper (or
sheets ofnewspaper). Remove the upper gauze piece and
allow to dry. When completely dry, gather the sheets and
collate into theirbook sections, taking care to observe their
correct order of pagination. Repair tears and missing
pieces; grrard sections and re-bind the book.

22
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SOME BOOKSELLERS' ABBREVIATIONS

A.D.
A.D.S.
A.L.
A.L,S.
Anon
Bnd
Bdg
Bds
Cf
CI
Cl Bds
Col
Contemp
Doc
Dw or D/w
Ed or Edit
Eng or Engr
Ex or Ext
Exlib
Facs
Fcap
Ff
Fol
Fronts
Gae
Hmp
Hf
Illus
Imp
Intro
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Autograph document
Autograph document signed
Autograph letter
Autograph letter signed
Anonymous
Bound
Binding
Boards
Calf
Cloth
Cloth boards
Coloured
Contemporary
Document
Dust wrapper
Edition
Engraved
Extra
Ex-library copy
Facsimile
Foolscap
Folios (or leaves)
Folio
Frontispiece
Gilt all edges
Fland-made paper
IIalf-binding
Illustration or Illustrated
Imperial
Introduction

Ital
Lg or Lge
L.S.
Mbld
Mor
Ms or Mss
N.D.
N.P.
Ob or Obl
Orig
Porpp
8vo
Parch
Pict
Pol
Port
4vo
Rev
Roy
shp
Sig
Sm
Swn
Teg
Tp
Unbd
Vel or Vell
Vign
Vol
Waf

Italics
Large
Letter sigled
Marbled
Morocco
Manuscript(s)
No date
No publisher
Oblong or landscape
Origind
Page or pages
Octavo
Parchment
Pictorial
Polished
Portait or upright
Quarto
Revised
Royal
Sheep
Signature
Small
Sewn
Top edge gilt
Title page
Unbound
Vellum
Vigpette
Volume
With all faults

JUDGING AT THE 1997 SYDNEY ROYAL EASTER SHO\il

f t gave me great pleasure to be asked to judge at the I 997

I SyOney Royal Easter Show. Obviously this Show was
Ispecial, it being the last show at the Moore Park
complex. I would like to start by congratulating all the
entrants for supporting the bookbinding section of the
show. There were three categories:

The first one was basically for case binding or derivatives
such as bradel binding. The starldaxd was very good, the
first prize being placed in the Standards ofExcellence
showcase. It was an excellent display
and the book held its own among the
many other crafts displayed.

The next class excluded case-bound
books. There were some excellent
enffies in this section. The rules allowed
innovation, a number of the entrants
took up the challenge. There was very
little between the entrants in this sec-
tion.

The third class wzx very open which is an excellent idea to
encourage new entrants. Each year there is a big variation
in the number of entries. Ways need to be invented to
encourage more entries as it can be very rewarding.

John Stimson.
Senior Heed Teacher
Binding and Finishing
Sydney Institute of Technology

PRIZES Class 172
GENERAL

BOOKBINDING

(4 entries)

Class 173
CONTEMPORARY

DESIGN
BOOKBINDING

(4 entries)

Class 174
ANY FORM
OF IIAND-

BOUND BOOK
(5 entnes)

First
Second
Third

Suzy Braun*
Beth Bond
T R Corbett

Patty Upton
Mrs G M Davidson

Suzy Braun

Patty Upton
Beth Bond

A F Ackhurst

* Placed in the Standards of Excellence Case.
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BOOK REVIEW
MIDDLETON, Bernard. A History of English Craft Bookbinding Technique.386pp,1996. A cc.publication (with
the British Library) of Messrs Oak Ituoll Press,414 Delaware St, New Castle, DE 19720, U.S.A. US retail $55.00

his work was first published in England by Hafoer
in 1963. It has been variously reprinted but never
frrlly or even partially revised. So the large number

of us who have acquired copies of this text in earlier
editions hoped for extensive revision. Instead, Middleton
has extended an eadier supplement to a new, third version
of6tpp.

Great though Middleton's other masterpiece is (Restora-
tion of Leather Bindings), suggest that their works are
histories of bookbinding but the 1rs1 vsrnains; in the
English language there is but one, Middleton's. So, while
desperafely trying not to preach to the long-since convert-
ed, I will teat this review of the original taxt lightly, while
fi;ing more seriously upon the new and expanded supple-
ment.

As a non-professional bookbinder, my attraction to the
craft came ftom its fascinating history, its materials and
practitioners. Middleton is an expert in all three fields; his
credentials and sglding are beyond criticism so we do not
need to wa.ste time and space there either. The chapter
headings make plain the author's plan:

i Mat€rial of leaves and folding
ii Beating and pressing

Sewing
Endpapers
Gluing the spine
Rounding and backing
Boards and their attachment
Edge-trimming and their decoration
Headbands
g2sk linings
Covering
Finishing
Siding and pasting down
Book repairs and restoration

xv Equipment
Then follows 30pp of appendrces, 19 of summary, 6l of
supplement, a usefirl index and 14 plates; a comprehensive
job in toto.

Most bookbinders that I have met or lnown usually have
a pet historical fad or, even, lifelong interest. The origins
of bands and endbands have long gnpped me as well as

others who have dissembled in various ways a wide range
of styles and conditions of covers and contents. Middle-
ton's revised Supplement adds little to my current knowl-
edge; what more can be said? It is cleax that although the

author requested otherbookbinders, librarians, dealers and
archivists to contribute to his work, few did so. Working in
a vacuum is disappointing especially when the reason for
the author's loneliness is the procrastination and laziness of
his colleagues.

Middletonalso includes an extension to hisbriefhistoryto
the trade itselfwhich is another neglected area ofresearch.
Again, one day an academic will produce another inaccu-
rate PhD thesis on the craft and its trade and the whingeing
6nd whining will be heard all over the land. Every book-
binder, professional or amateur or student has access to the
pages of our journal Morocco Boand yet the amount of
historical material recorded for posterity in those, now,
hundreds of pages, is about five percent. Who the early
tradesmen and women were, what they earned, how they
lived and how they bound their books in Austalia, any-
way, will be lost forever as they, inexorably, die. It seems
extraordinary that atrade that once employed hundreds of
thousands of men and women all over the westem world
should fade out ofexistence so rapidly that only the efforts
of a few, dedicated amateurs in Sydneywould produce an
international joumal, a large, virtually public, workshop
and the most extensive library in this hemisphere, anyway.
Any interested parties may write to me for a short bibliog-
raphy ofevery Australian bookbinding textbook or section
of a book so far published. Its collation was a sad, little
affair.

Enormous creditmustbe attributedto Oek Knoll Press for
their efforts, costly though they may be, at keeping some
modern classics in print. Their "runs" will be short, hence
higherthan average retail prices. Theyhave also reprinted,
Young's Bookbinding and Consemation by Hand and
Greenfield endH'illd s H eadbands : H ow to Work Them.
They will be reviewed in our next.

In summary, this well-known and triedtext is of outstand-
ing intelligence and quality. Every chapter is comprehen-
sive and bristles with gratuitous history demonstrating the
breadth of Middleton's leaming. One cannot refer to
individual chapters without denacting from the whole.
Chapter lX, Coveing is worthy of much and frequent
study although the author refers to Yapp covers as being of
firll leather. I have handled many ofvarious ages and states
but only recall almost every material except full leather,
even vellum and/or paper; any leather copies, I have
bound, with difficulty, myself.

But, I have said before, nonetheless I bow to Bemard.
Ron Abbey.
Glenquarry, NSW.

l\ fichaet Faraday started life as a bookbinder. After
IYI be comin g a j ourneyman, he found himself engaged
to a most disagreeable master. Through the interest of Sir
Humphrey Davy, he was employed as a laboratory assist-
ant at the Royal Institution of Great Britain on 13 March
1813.

From Tyndall: On Faraday as a Discoverer,
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